Photographer-in-Residence: 1906 Group LLC

The 1906 Group, a privately-held company in the real estate, construction and finance industry, seeks our third Photographer-in-Residence. The 1906 Group Photographer-in-Residence will spend one year visiting our jobsites, offices and manufacturing facilities across the United States, photographing the “faces of construction”. We are particularly interested in capturing the emotion, character, and strength of the men and women who build our projects and help turn ideas into reality. As both individuals and in groups, these men and women are responsible for the heroic efforts required to build our nation’s infrastructure. Their work deserves to be documented. The Photographer-in-Residence will receive a $60,000 annual stipend plus travel and expenses. At the conclusion of the residency, 1906 Group will host a show to exhibit the artist’s work.

Click here to view images taken by our first two Photographers-in-Residence.

Eligibility:

The recipient of the 1906 Group Photographer-in-Residence must prove eligibility to legally work in the United States, have completed an undergraduate degree and physically able to be safe on construction jobsites. Most importantly, the selected candidate must share our passion for the built environment and the men and women who make it happen.

Selection Process:

Interested applicants must submit a one-page Statement of Interest, a portfolio of 10 to 20 images maximum, and three professional references. The portfolio should demonstrate a connection to our desired subject. In addition, interviews will be required of all finalists.

Submission Deadline: 1 May 2019

About 1906 Group:

The 1906 Group is a privately-held company headquartered in Bethesda, MD with annual revenues of ~$5 billion and ~ 4,500 employees located in 20 offices and 100 + jobsites across the United States. We are the parent company of Clark Construction Group (www.clarkconstruction.com), founded in 1906, one of the country’s largest building and civil construction companies, Shirley Contracting (www.shirleycontracting.com), a regional road and highway contractor, Edgemoor Development (www.edgemoordevelopment.com), a provider of infrastructure and real estate development services, Atkinson Construction (www.atkn.com), a national heavy civil contractor and CRC Companies (www.crccompanies.com), a collection of real estate, construction and asset management firms, as well as a dozen other entities.

For additional information and to apply, please contact Susan Williamson Ross at susan.ross@1906group.com